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At John Perry Primary School we have high expectations of all members of our 

school community. We believe in valuing the efforts of all and work hard to enable 

everyone associated with the school to fulfil their potential and contribute positively 

to their educational experiences.  

This policy outlines how staff at John Perry Primary School create and maintain 

good order and relationships through positive approaches. These approaches are 

successful for the vast majority of the time. This policy supplements the main 

behaviour policy. Both should be read in conjunction with the school SEND policy, 

the Health and Safety policy, Intimate Care policy, and the Child Protection policy. 

Please refer to these policies for details.   

Entitlement  

John Perry Primary School recognises that children, including those in the Additional 

Resource Provision, staff, parents/carers, local authority and the community all have 

rights and responsibilities that should be reflected in its policy and practice for 

managing and supporting children’s behaviour.   

Child’s Entitlement  

All children are entitled to:   

• be listened to  

• opportunities to develop self-worth through gaining success and accepting 

responsibility  

• opportunities to develop self-discipline and emotional intelligence  

• an orderly, caring and supportive regime which allows children to grow  

• consistency of treatment from all members of the school community  

• know the rules, routines and expectations of the school  

• praise and reward for positive achievements and endeavour  

• positive role models to emulate  

• be treated as an individual  

• expect their potential to be explored in a range of activities and situations  

• have any issues dealt with effectively and speedily  

Staff Entitlement  

All staff are entitled to:   

• mutual respect  

• an orderly and supportive environment in which effective teaching, can occur  

• active participation in the development and review of the policy and practice  

• systems which allow staff to be involved in the personal and social growth of 

the children.   

• advice and support from senior colleagues  

• regular time allocation for induction, personal and professional development   

 



Parents/Carers Entitlement  

Parents/Carers are entitled to:   

• be regularly and actively involved in the academic, social and personal 

education of their children  

• involvement in seeking constructive solutions to problems involving their 

children  

• regular agreed contact with staff  

• information about policies and practice  

Community Entitlement  

The local and wider community are entitled to:   

• consideration and respect  

• neighbourliness  

• the cooperation of the school in matters which effect the community  

Purpose of this policy  

The policy aims to give all members of the school community clear guidance so that 

any physical intervention that is undertaken is carried out in a way that supports the 

school ethos. In particular, it aims to describe the circumstances in which physical 

intervention is an appropriate response and how staff at the school will fulfil their 

responsibilities in those circumstances.   

Physical Touch  

We believe that physical touch is an essential part of human relationships. In our 

school staff may well use touch to prompt, give reassurance or to provide support in 

PE.   

To use physical support successfully, staff will adhere to the following principles. It 

must:   

• be non-abusive, with no intention to cause pain or injury  

• be in the best interests of the child and others  

• have a clear educational purpose (e.g. to access the curriculum or to improve 

social relationships)  

• take account of gender issues  

Intimate Care 

Touch is necessary in order to carry out and support pupils’ personal care and 

intimate care routines (see Intimate Care Policy). In using touch during personal care 

routines staff should ensure pupils are comfortable and familiar with the staff 

members delivering the personal care. Staff should ensure that there is another 

member of staff present who the pupil is comfortable and familiar with.  

 



Raising a concern 

If you are in doubt about any issues concerning appropriate touch, or you observe 

any practice that causes concern, you should discuss this with a member of the 

Strategic Leadership Team.  

All staff have a responsibility to ensure safe and appropriate practice at all times.  

 

What do we mean by physical intervention?   

Definition  Example    

Non-restrictive physical 

interventions.   

Either where the child’s 

movement is not 

restricted or where the 

child is held supportively 

but such that they will be  

released immediately 

should they wish.   

For example:   

 escorts and guides  

Restrictive physical 

interventions  

Prevent, impede or 
restrict movement or 
mobility.  
Restraint, to use force to 

direct  

For example:   

 more restrictive 
hold and restraints 
i.e T.wrap/single 
elbow  

Emergency/unplanned 

interventions  

Occur in response to unforeseen events  

Planned interventions  In which staff employ, where necessary, pre-arranged 

strategies and methods which are based on a risk 

assessment and recorded in an individual plan for the 

management of a pupil.   

  

What the law says on when is restrictive physical intervention permissible  

Section 93 of the Educations and Inspections Act 2006 enables school staff to use 

such force as is reasonable in the circumstances to prevent a student from doing, or 

continuing to do, any of the following.   

a) Committing any offence (or for a student under the age of criminal 
responsibility, what would be an offence for an older pupil)   

b) Causing personal injury to, or damage to the property of, any person  

(including the student) ; or  

c) Prejudicing the maintenance of good order and discipline at the school or 

among any pupils receiving education at the school, whether during teaching 

sessions or otherwise.   

 

 



Risk Assessment  

The use of positive handling will be the outcome of a professional judgement made 

by staff based on this school policy. It is avoided whenever possible and will not be 

used for staff convenience.   

Positive handling intervention will only be considered if other behaviour 

management options have provided ineffective or are judged to be inappropriate or 

in an emergency. Before deciding to intervene in this way, staff will weigh up 

whether the risk of not intervening is greater than the risk of intervening. Any actions 

will be carried out with the child’s best interests at heart. Positive handling 

intervention will never be used to punish a pupil or cause pain, injury or humiliation.   

Staff are not expected to intervene physically against their better judgement nor are 

they expected to place themselves at unreasonable risk. In such circumstances, they 

must take steps to minimise risks. For example, by removing other pupils and calling 

for assistance.   

Supply staff will not be authorised to use positive handling interventions. Parents and 

volunteers in the school are not given authorisation. Staff from the local education 

authority may have their own policies about the care and control of pupils but, whilst 

on the premises, they will be expected to be aware of, and operate within, the policy 

of this school.   

How staff might intervene  

When a positive handling intervention is justified, staff will use ‘reasonable force’. 

This is the degree of force ‘warranted by the situation’. It will be ‘proportionate to the 

circumstances of the incident and the consequences it is intended to prevent’. Any 

force used will always be the minimum needed to achieve the desired result and for 

the shortest amount of time.   

During an incident, the member of staff involved will tell the pupil that his or her 

behaviour may be leading to positive handling. This will not be used as a threat or 

said in a way that could inflame the situation.   

Staff will not act out in anger or frustration. They will try to adopt a calm, measured 

approach and maintain communication with the pupil at all times.   

The place of positive handling intervention within broader behavioural 

planning  

If, through the school’s special needs assessment procedures, it is determined that 

positive handling intervention is likely to be appropriate to help the pupil make 

progress, a risk assessment will be carried out following the school’s guidelines. 

Before the risk assessment is implemented, any necessary training or guidance will 

be provided for the staff involved. The senior leadership team will be responsible for 

establishing staff needs and for organising necessary training.   

 



What to do after the use of positive handling  

After the use of an unplanned positive handling intervention, the following steps 

will be taken.   

• Details of the incident will be recorded by all adults involved immediately on a 

positive handling incident form in the school’s  numbered bound book (this is 

located in the Head Teacher’s Office).  

• Recording will be completed within 12 hours wherever possible. Staff are 

offered the opportunity to seek advice from a senior colleague when 

completing their report.   

• Any injuries suffered by those involved will be recorded following normal 

school procedures.   

• The Headteacher/Deputy Headteacher will check there is no cause for 

concern regarding the actions of the adults involved. If it is felt that an action 

has ‘caused or put a child at risk of significant harm’ the school will follow their 

child protection procedures and also inform parents/carers.   

• Parents/carers will be informed on the day of the incident and will be offered 

the opportunity to discuss any concerns they may have regarding the incident.  

• Support/debriefing will be available for all adults and pupils who have been 

involved in any incident.   

Arrangements for recording and informing parents in the case of planned positive 

handling will be followed as agreed beforehand but broadly will follow the same 

points as above.   

The Senior Management Team will use the records kept to analyse patterns of 

behaviour and decide whether responses are being effective.   

Complaints Procedure  

Any complaint will first be considered in the light of the school’s child protection 

procedures (see separate policy). If child protection procedures are not appropriate, 

the school’s complaint procedures will be followed (see separate policy).   

 

Annette Rose  

Inclusion Lead         March 2019 
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Summary  

About this departmental advice  

This is non-statutory advice from the Department for Education.  It is intended to provide 

clarification on the use of force to help school staff feel more confident about using this 

power when they feel it is necessary and to make clear the responsibilities of 

headteachers and governing bodies in respect of this power.  

Expiry or review date  

This advice will be kept under review and updated as necessary.   
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Who is this advice for?  

• School leaders and school staff in all schools1 in England.   

Key points   

• School staff have a power to use force and lawful use of the power will provide a 

defence to any related criminal prosecution or other legal action.   

• Suspension should not be an automatic response when a member of staff has 

been accused of using excessive force.  

• Senior school leaders should support their staff when they use this power.    

    

What is reasonable force?   

1. The term ‘reasonable force’ covers the broad range of actions used by most 

teachers at some point in their career that involve a degree of physical contact with 

pupils.  

2. Force is usually used either to control or restrain.  This can range from guiding a 

pupil to safety by the arm through to more extreme circumstances such as 

breaking up a fight or where a student needs to be restrained to prevent violence 

or injury.  

3. ‘Reasonable in the circumstances’ means using no more force than is needed.   

4. As mentioned above, schools generally use force to control pupils and to restrain 

them.  Control means either passive physical contact, such as standing between 

pupils or blocking a pupil's path, or active physical contact such as leading a pupil 

by the arm out of a classroom.  

5. Restraint means to hold back physically or to bring a pupil under control. It is 

typically used in more extreme circumstances, for example when two pupils are 

fighting and refuse to separate without physical intervention.   

6. School staff should always try to avoid acting in a way that might cause injury, but 

in extreme cases it may not always be possible to avoid injuring the pupil.  

                                            
1 “All schools” include Academies, Free Schools, independent schools and all types of maintained schools    
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Who can use reasonable force?   

• All members of school staff have a legal power to use reasonable force2.      

• This power applies to any member of staff at the school.  It can also apply to 

people whom the headteacher has temporarily put in charge of pupils such as 

unpaid volunteers or parents accompanying students on a school organised visit.  

When can reasonable force be used?  

• Reasonable force can be used to prevent pupils from hurting themselves or others, 

from damaging property, or from causing disorder.   

• In a school, force is used for two main purposes – to control pupils or to restrain 

them.  

• The decision on whether or not to physically intervene is down to the professional 

judgement of the staff member concerned and should always depend on the 

individual circumstances.   

• The following list is not exhaustive but provides some examples of situations 

where reasonable force can and cannot be used.  

Schools can use reasonable force to:  

• remove disruptive children from the classroom where they have refused to follow 

an instruction to do so;  

• prevent a pupil behaving in a way that disrupts a school event or a school trip or 

visit;  

• prevent a pupil leaving the classroom where allowing the pupil to leave would risk 

their safety or lead to behaviour that disrupts the behaviour of others;  

• prevent a pupil from attacking a member of staff or another pupil, or to stop a fight 

in the playground; and  

• restrain a pupil at risk of harming themselves through physical outbursts.   

                                            
2 Section 93, Education and Inspections Act 2006   
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Schools cannot:  

• use force as a punishment – it is always unlawful to use force as a punishment.  

Power to search pupils without consent  

In addition to the general power to use reasonable force described above, headteachers 

and authorised staff can use such force as is reasonable given the circumstances to 

conduct a search for the following “prohibited items”3:  

• knives and weapons   

• alcohol  

• illegal drugs   

• stolen items  

• tobacco and cigarette papers   

• fireworks  

• pornographic images   

• any article that has been or is likely to be used to commit an offence, cause 

personal injury or damage to property.  

Force cannot be used to search for items banned under the school rules.  

Separate guidance is available on the power to search without consent – see the ‘Further 

sources of information’ section for a link to this document.  

Communicating the school’s approach to the use of force  

• Every school is required to have a behaviour policy and to make this policy known 

to staff, parents and pupils. The governing body should notify the headteacher that 

it expects the school behaviour policy to include the power to use reasonable 

force.  

• There is no requirement to have a policy on the use of force but it is good practice 

to set out, in the behaviour policy, the circumstances in which force might be used. 

For example, it could say that teachers will physically separate pupils found 

                                            
3 Section 550ZB(5) of the Education Act 1996  
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fighting or that if a pupil refuses to leave a room when instructed to do so, they will 

be physically removed.  

• Any policy on the use of reasonable force should acknowledge their legal duty to 

make reasonable adjustments for disabled children and children with special 

educational needs (SEN).  

• Schools do not require parental consent to use force on a student.   

  

• Schools should not have a ‘no contact’ policy. There is a real risk that such a 

policy might place a member of staff in breach of their duty of care towards a pupil, 

or prevent them taking action needed to prevent a pupil causing harm.  

• By taking steps to ensure that staff, pupils and parents are clear about when force 

might be used, the school will reduce the likelihood of complaints being made 

when force has been used properly.  

Using force  

• A panel of experts4 identified that certain restraint techniques presented an 

unacceptable risk when used on children and young people. The techniques in 

question are:   

• the ‘seated double embrace’ which involves two members of staff forcing a person 

into a sitting position and leaning them forward, while a third monitors breathing;   

• the ‘double basket-hold’ which involves holding a person’s arms across their chest; 

and   

• the ‘nose distraction technique’ which involves a sharp upward jab under the nose.   

Staff training  

• Schools need to take their own decisions about staff training.  The headteacher 

should consider whether members of staff require any additional training to enable 

them to carry out their responsibilities and should consider the needs of the pupils 

when doing so.  

• Some local authorities provide advice and guidance to help schools to develop an 

appropriate training programme.  

                                            
4 Physical Control in Care Medical Panel - 2008   
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Telling parents when force has been used on their child  

• It is good practice for schools to speak to parents about serious incidents 

involving the use of force and to consider how best to record such serious 

incidents. It is up to schools to decide whether it is appropriate to report the 

use of force to parents5.  

• In deciding what is a serious incident, teachers should use their 

professional judgement and consider the:   

• pupil’s behaviour and level of risk presented at the time of the incident;  

• degree of force used;  

• effect on the pupil or member of staff; and  

• the child’s age.  

What happens if a pupil complains when force is used on 
them?  

• All complaints about the use of force should be thoroughly, speedily and 

appropriately investigated.   

• Where a member of staff has acted within the law – that is, they have used 

reasonable force in order to prevent injury, damage to property or disorder – this 

will provide a defence to any criminal prosecution or other civil or public law action.   

• When a complaint is made the onus is on the person making the complaint to 

prove that his/her allegations are true – it is not for the member of staff to show 

that he/she has acted reasonably.    

• Suspension must not be an automatic response when a member of staff has been 

accused of using excessive force.  Schools should refer to the “Dealing with 

Allegations of Abuse against Teachers and Other Staff” guidance (see the ‘Further 

sources of information’ section below) where an allegation of using excessive  

force is made against a teacher.  This guidance makes clear that a person must 

not be suspended automatically, or without careful thought.   

• Schools must consider carefully whether the circumstances of the case warrant a 

person being suspended until the allegation is resolved or whether alternative 

arrangements are more appropriate.   

                                            
5 References to parent or parents are to fathers as well as mothers, unless otherwise stated.   
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• If a decision is taken to suspend a teacher, the school should ensure that the 

teacher has access to a named contact who can provide support.  

• Governing bodies should always consider whether a teacher has acted within the 

law when reaching a decision on whether or not to take disciplinary action against 

the teacher.   

• As employers, schools and local authorities have a duty of care towards their 

employees.  It is important that schools provide appropriate pastoral care to any 

member of staff who is subject to a formal allegation following a use of force 

incident.   

What about other physical contact with pupils?   

• It is not illegal to touch a pupil. There are occasions when physical contact, 

other than reasonable force, with a pupil is proper and necessary.  

• Examples of where touching a pupil might be proper or necessary:  

• Holding the hand of the child at the front/back of the line when going to 

assembly or when walking together around the school;   

• When comforting a distressed pupil;  

• When a pupil is being congratulated or praised;   

• To demonstrate how to use a musical instrument;   

• To demonstrate exercises or techniques during PE lessons or sports 

coaching; and   

• To give first aid.  

    

Frequently Asked Questions  

Q: I’m worried that if I use force a pupil or parent could make a complaint against 
me. Am I protected?  

A: Yes, if you have acted lawfully.  If the force used is reasonable all staff will have a 

robust defence against any accusations.   

Q: How do I know whether using a physical intervention is ‘reasonable’?  

A: The decision on whether to physically intervene is down to the professional judgement 

of the teacher concerned.  Whether the force used is reasonable will always depend on 

the particular circumstances of the case. The use of force is reasonable if it is 

proportionate to the consequences it is intended to prevent. This means the degree of 
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force used should be no more than is needed to achieve the desired result.  School staff 

should expect the full backing of their senior leadership team when they have used force.   

Q: What about school trips?   

A: The power may be used where the member of staff is lawfully in charge of the pupils, 

and this includes while on school trips.   

Q: Can force be used on pupils with SEN or disabilities?  

A: Yes, but the judgement on whether to use force should not only depend on the 

circumstances of the case but also on information and understanding of the needs of the 

pupil concerned.  

Q: I’m a female teacher with a Year 10 class - there’s no way I’d want to restrain or 
try to control my pupils. Am I expected to do so?  

A: There is a power, not a duty, to use force so members of staff have discretion whether 

or not to use it.  However, teachers and other school staff have a duty of care towards 

their pupils and it might be argued that failing to take action (including a failure to use 

reasonable force) may in some circumstances breach that duty.   

Q: Are there any circumstances in which a teacher can use physical force to 
punish a pupil?  

A: No. It is always unlawful to use force as a punishment. This is because it would fall 

within the definition of corporal punishment, which is illegal.  

    

Further sources of information  

Other departmental advice and guidance you may be interested in   

• Guidance on the Use of Restrictive Physical Interventions for Staff Working with 

Children and Adults who display Extreme Behaviour in Association with Learning 

Disability and/or Autistic Spectrum Disorders (2002)  

• Guidance on the Use of Restrictive Physical Interventions for Pupils with Severe 

Behavioural Difficulties (2003)  

• Screening, searching and confiscation – advice for headteachers, staff and 

governing bodies.    

• Dealing with allegations of abuse against teachers and other staff – guidance for 

local authorities, headteachers, school staff, governing bodies and proprietors of 

independent schools    

http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions%20for%20pupils%20with%20severe%20behavioural%20difficulties_2003.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions%20for%20pupils%20with%20severe%20behavioural%20difficulties_2003.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions%20for%20pupils%20with%20severe%20behavioural%20difficulties_2003.pdf
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/pdf/g/guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20restrictive%20physical%20interventions%20for%20pupils%20with%20severe%20behavioural%20difficulties_2003.pdf
http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/pupilsupport/behaviour/behaviourpolicies/f0076897/screening,-searching-and-confiscation
http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/pupilsupport/behaviour/behaviourpolicies/f0076897/screening,-searching-and-confiscation
http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/pupilsupport/behaviour/behaviourpolicies/f0076897/screening,-searching-and-confiscation
http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/pupilsupport/behaviour/behaviourpolicies/f0076897/screening,-searching-and-confiscation
http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/pupilsupport/behaviour/behaviourpolicies/f0076897/screening,-searching-and-confiscation
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Associated resources (external links)  

• Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE) Code G: Revised Code of Practice 
for the Statutory Power of Arrest by Police Officers   

  

  

  

    

  

© Crown copyright 2015  

This publication (not including logos) is licensed under the terms of the Open  

Government Licence v3.0 except where otherwise stated. Where we have identified any 

third party copyright information you will need to obtain permission from the copyright 

holders concerned.  

To view this licence:   

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/117604/pace-code-g-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/117604/pace-code-g-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/117604/pace-code-g-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/117604/pace-code-g-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/117604/pace-code-g-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/117604/pace-code-g-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/117604/pace-code-g-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/117604/pace-code-g-2012.pdf
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